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In the genre of Jack Johnson, Bruce Cockburn and David Gray, this CD has engaging lyrics supported by

music that melds folkrock/pop/jazz and blues with great guitar, sax, cello, percussion, keyboards, fretless

bass and drums. 12 MP3 Songs POP: Folky Pop, EASY LISTENING: Soft Rock Details: "Right between

Neil Young and Michael Hedges lies the talented Randy Baugh, who writes personal, heartfelt stories of

love and personal struggle and strength. He draws you into his world, making you feel and making you

listen, so as not to miss a note. Combining richly crafted, expertly performed guitar work with simple,

catchy melodies, and earthy production, Randy has an impressive self-released debut." Janet Robin -

janetrobin.com Upbeat, optimistic folk-pop from Randy Baugh, The Road Is Promising is as uplifting as it

is spiritual, a warm, feel good record that won't leave you feeling lost or downtrodden. Instead, it picks you

up, puts a smile on your face, and makes you remember what living is all about -the good time, the

friends, and the music. The road [may be] rocky at times, but Baugh's The Road Is Promising is a

reminder that the road is just that. Alex Steininger - inmusicwetrust Randy is an acoustic guitarist and his

guitar work is sure and confident, played by someone who has had a lot of practice and believes in his

abilities. James Rodgers - The Victory Review His CD The Road is Promising is a musical and lyrical

reflection of what Randy Baugh refers to as "the vicissitudes of life." Through his colorful experiences he

has philosophically and pragmatically come to deeply appreciate acceptance, diversity and change. After

earning his Bachelor's Degree in Religious Studies, Baugh returned to college to earn his teaching

certificate in English, History, Social Studies, and Political Science. He earned his master's degree from

the University of Portland and teaches English. Born and raised near Los Angeles, Baugh spent most of

his teen years concentrating on writing songs, playing guitar, developing his own musical style, and

surfing the beaches of southern California. Finding inspiration in his teaching, in surfing, and in the world
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around him, he writes passionate lyrics and beautiful music with a unique perspective and sound.
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